
Project Details-Learning Tasks & Procedures
Corporate Design Advertisement #1(first design unit)

1- Open Photoshop and Create a new file:
  Give it a title
  US Paper - Letter size - 8.5” wide x 11” tall
  Set the resolution to 300 Pixels Per Inch
    Color mode needs to be set to RGB or CMYK
  Change the default setting of 8 bit to 16 bit
  Make sure the Color Profile is set to sRGB IEC61966-2.1 
     Make sure the Pixel Aspect Ratio is set to Square Pixels
  **Immediately save the file in a new folder and title it as Corporate Identity project #1.

2- Open your web browser (Google Chrome/Chromium, Safari, Mozilla Firefox) to do an image search     
    for products, logos, backgrounds and fonts that you are using in your Corporate Identity advertisement.
    
3- Save all of these images in the new folder you titled Corporate Identity project #1. Download fonts and 
double-click to install in the fontbook for use in applications.
  **It is always a good idea to keep all images, files and fonts in one collective folder.

4- Next, the design needs to be assembled.
  The order for the layers are: (starting from the bottom and working up)
  -background, 
    -product layers range (each shall still remain separate for resizing and positioning puposes),
  -logo layer,
  -headline layer/s using the Type tool to specify font desired. Bold and oblique may also be specified.
  **these items can be placed into the working file using file>place or copy & paste. 
  -Size and placement can be adjusted with the Transform command. Remember to hold the shift key   
and only use the corners, when resizing, to keep original proportions correct.

5- When assembling your design remember to use the Principles of Design and Elements of Design that
       you have previously studied in class.       you have previously studied in class.

6-Clarify that all specifications have been met with teacher, checklist and grading rubric.

7- Remember to save often and also save a .JPG or .PNG version of your document for presentation.
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